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FINAL REPORT
4 of 11 Council Seats
Now Held By Women Council Electi,ons

OUR NEW CHAIRMEN
That only one member of Council has decided
to run for Council President 1s indicative of theCommunity apathy that has made Council with
the exception of two or three members the tranquil organization that it has become.
Council has typically avoided the difficult issues
of our Community this last semester.
Bob Edmonds, .our next Council Chairman, has
been an exception to this rule. \Ve think that he
will make an outstanding Ch~irman and would
have probably supported him had any other Council member decided to run against him.
His energy and service to the Community has
been earnest, diligent, and important. His tenure
on Saftey Committee has shown imaginaiton and
a willingness to tackle difficult problems. His actions as Community Moderator and a private
citiz en are impressive. He single-handedly was
responsible for changing the stupid rule that students were not able to have phones and for getting
the Railroad to make a special stop at Rhinecliff
Friday evenings for Bard students.
The Observer has differed with him often on
the specific policies of the Safety Committee and
we will .probably differ with his actions as Council
Chairman, but he has shown the capacity for productive action, a rare quality even among most
Council members.
So far he has wisely, \Ve think, avoided some- of
the larger and more complicated problems of the
school which he will not have to face. \Ve hope
he shows as much a willingness to meet these
problems and take some action, no matter what,
as he has in the past.

Letters

Non-Profit Org.
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by Margaret Aulisio
Two out of four of the positions open on Community CounThe
new council administra
cil were won by women candidates f~r the first time anybody
can remember. Collette Barry, a junior Dance major, and Dev tion held its fir st meeting last
Tarrow, a sopholl).ore, were elected along with Jeff Rochlis and night after the final meeting of
perennial Malcolm McCune.
this semester's council. Robert
Edmonds pr esided as the new
This brings the total number
of women Council Members to Election Winners
council cha_irman . He was the
only council member to seek
four out of eleven when usually
there is not even one. "Too
Are Barry, McCone, . the position.
much" for many observers who
Rochliss And Tarrow I Treasurer Mac McCune r~
(Continued on Page Three)
ported a surplus of $8,000 m
the council budget which he
said was "an indication of how
. .~.
au few activities there have been
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BOB EDMONDS
be Council chairman next semester.
His candidacy was uncontested by any other Council member.
Statements below are from Elections Committee and Council.
:--------------To: The Bard Obesrver
To: The Bard Observer
From: Community Council
From : The Elections Com<M~jmbers of Community
mittee
Re : Election of Chairman of
Council
Re : The Election of ChairCouncil
The Constitution provides
man of Council
that the Chairman of ComOur decision not to run for
Chairman of Council is in
munity Council shall be elecno way derogatory to that
ted by the community from
office. Since, in effect, we
members of Council. Those
Council members who ·wish
support Robert Edmonds for
to run place their names on
Chairman, there would be
the ballot through the Eleclittle sense in conducting a
campaign against him.
tions Cemmittee.
This semester, however,
We feel that we can best
Robert Edmonds is the only
carry out our special commitments (in H.P.C., E.P.C. ,
Council member who wishes
etc.) under his chairmanship,
to run. Therefore, there will
and look forward to a probe no election for Chairman
ductive semester.
of Council.
Mr. Edmonds will be the
Signed:
Chairman of Council for the
Linda Boldt
Spring Semester, 1967.
Jeffrey Rochlis II
(Signed)
Collette Barry
Linda Boldt, Chairman
Devorah Tarrow
Alex Boulton
ture. Nor can one determine
Richard Ransolhoff
just what is tile "inconsistency"
Richard Rudin
PATRONIZE
alluded to.
Justin Sabiti
(Continued on Page 4)
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THE GADFLY
To The Editor:
I would like to answer a few
df the latest ahsurdities issuing
~rom the mind O<f Mortimer
Wlhich were published in the
1
last GADFLY.
"Black Power" advocate talks to Bard students
To be:g b with, the change
in the legend beneath the OB·
are the professional pollsters. 1966 proved
In the Winter of 1960 four Negro ColSERVE'R flag from ''The Offinot to be a year for a Civil Rights appeal.
lege freshmen sat in at a lunch counter
Lestor lVIaddox, a singularly inexperienced
cial Publication of the Bard
in Greensboro, North Carolina, and accomrestauraunteur, outpolled a popular Liberal
plished what the United States Supreme
,College Community" to " ...Bard
ex-Governor in what had been considered
Court, the Federal Government and "Big
Student Body", was made at the
the most liberal state in the South by apBusiness" combined had not been able to
l'equest of president Kline. This
pealing almost exclusively with an antido . They began the illegal, non-violent Sitwas done to assure that the OBCivil Rights program. In New York City
In demonstrations which desegregated hun, SERVER avoid being considerthe voters by a margin of nearly two to
dreds of cities in the South, and pressured
one voted to abolish the Civilian Review
! ed as an ofifidal organ for the
the Establishment to make Civil Rights a
Board for police, responding to a campaign
prime objective in their program. The Civil
adminiSotration, which it il? not.
which played on the fears of the white
Rights Bill of 1965 was enacted into law
There are absolutely no grounds
middle class toward the Negro ghetto minorand it looked as though Martin Luther
in infer that this change signals
ities. Normally liberal candidates from CalKing's "Dream" might possibly come true.
any reduc•ti'On or change in news
ifornia to New York have been over backIt also led to the formation of The Stucoverage tfor the Bard communiwards to assure the electorate that they
dent Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
would deal severely with "law breakers of
ty.
which has been a strong political force in
any kind", an attitude which has placed
American politics since its formation a few
The OBSERVER could not
the non-violent Civil Rights groups in a
weeks
after
the
illegal
action
at
Greensboro.
become the official publication
cautious frame of mind.
Riots in Spring
of the "New Le:ft" or "New
At a time when our country is at war
In the Spring of 1966 Stokeley CarRight," (whatever they are) at
Most Important Issue?
michael, the newly elected National Direcand half a million men are stationed three
the whim of the ''reigning edtor of The Student Non-Violent Coordinatthousand miles away for the most quesing Committee <sometimes referred to as
itor, unless such groups finantionable motives it is astonishing to note
The Non-Student Violence Coordinating
ced the newspa,per in full. In
that "The White Backlash" and "Black PowCommittee), stood on top of a sound truck
that case, the responsibility for
er" were the most talked about issues of
and harangued a crowd of rioting Negro
becoming the official publicalast Summer and during this Fall's elecyouths with the cry, "Black Power! Black
tJJon orf Bard Oollege communitions. They figured prominently either
Power!" This event and the momentum it
overtly or covertly in the minds of political
ty or the Bard Student Body,
has gained has had almost as much effect
strategists in every state in the country.
ils the events six years ago in Greensboro.
would likely fall in the lap of
Class Rebellions
The 1966 Civil Rights Bill was killed in
Mr. Mortimer since his jourCongress, due in large measure· to the inThe philosophy and ideology of the New
nal claims to be ' 'The Most
different support given it by the White
I .eft has tended to follow rather laggardly
Widely Read Publication of the
House and Congressional leaders. Usually
behind action, and the philosophy of "Black
Bard College Community."
pro-Civil Rights leaders like Senator MansPower" is no exception. The Negro youths
field have ben saying things like, "Maybe
Returning to the Nov. 17
who took to the streets during the race
we've moved too fast in the field of Civil
riots (or "class rebellions" for those who
statement, we find the tradiRights", a statement he would never have
are prone to leftist euphamisms ) in Harlem
tional Mortimer non-sequitor.
dared utter even a year ago.
and Watts and who did in (act have "Black
What the "alarming trend" he
Power" for a few hours didn't need any
Politics 1966
speaks of is is difficult to know
Politicians, as might be expected, are in 1 University trained sociologists to tell them
since he is only referring back
that the plight of the Negro is economic
most cases more astute at gauging the un- ·
to his own groundless conje·c<Continued on Page Twol
dercurrents of thought in the country than

New Analysis

Black Power: The End of a ''Dream''

-==============by Harvey Fleetwood-====.!

at Bard this semester."
The first meeting of next
semester's council was ener
getic and extremely compre
hensive whieh indicates tha
many campaign promises may
be accomplished in the spring
semester.
Linda Boldt offered many
suggestions for committees ac
tive during Field Period includ
ing the consideration of "what
kind of relationship the student
body can have with the faculty
I was very distressed to find
out that there were no teacher
evaluation sheets this year for
students to fill out. A lot of
teachers overrate the amount of
work we can do while others
underrate us. I think that there
should be some kind of discus
sion back and forth between
students and faculty to regulate
the amount of work we are
given."
She also suggested improve(Continued On Page Four)
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Ducornets A\rt,
Poetry Published
by Linda Potter
Guy Ducornet, Professor of
French at Bard, has just received advance copies of his
recently published book of poetry, "Silex de l'Avenir. Published by Pierre Jean Oswald,
editor of the magazine "Action
Poetique," this is Mr. Ducornet's first book although his
work has been appearing in
poetry magazines in France
and Eel gium since 1964. It IS
illus Lra wJ by six drawings by
his wife Hik i-;i, a Bard graduate
of l SG..J:. Both the poems and
the d :·.:: wings were done during
the lJL:cornets' st ay in Algeria
from U~ e Spring of 1964 to
Spring of 1966.
Mrs. Ducornct has also had
dra wings published abroad, notably in the Belgian magazine
"Fantasmagie," the magazine of
an active gr oup of post-Surrealist artists. It was through this
Belgian group that the Ducornets cam e in contact with a
group of young artists in Czechoslovakia, where they are presently participating in an International group show of collages,
in the cities of Bratislava,
Pr ague and Opava. They are
also preparing for a one man
show each in Brno, Czechoslovakia, to be held in February
1967.
In January, Mr. and Mrs.
Ducornet will have a joint show
in Brussels at the Gallery "Studb 65," of watercolsrs and
drawings dcne in Algeria. In
February , Mr . Ducornet will be
participating in a group show
at the Gallery " Boise" in New
York City.
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Editorial
"ANOTHER BEER BLAST"
This semester's Entertainment Committee
has neither succeeded or fai led: no single affair
distinguished itself , they were all barely adequate. The formal dance of two weeks ago was
definitely nut what it should or could have
been. Without qu estio n, the Council of next
t·emester must act on this subject.
Many of the functions had the unmistakable
look of last-minute planning. At the formal,
sandwiches were gone by 10 :30; there was not
enoygh mixer and many people took drinks
stronger than they would have liked; the halfcompleted decorations and inadequate number
of tables added nothin g to the "atmosphere."
In short, the formal was hardly more than
the usual beer blast.
The Entertainment Committee is given the
mm of $3000 by Council, and it is our feeling
that this money is not being well spent if
dances in the future will resemble this semester's. Council has the obligation to insure astute
and cleat.:headed leadership of this important
committee. A radical chan ge in organization is
dearly necessary.
The subject should he :;-;umber One for next
~-emester's first Council meeting;.

GOOD JOB

Analysis

·

By Marion Friedi Tow bin=..

The themes of loneliness and
the need for human compassion
and communication held together the three one-act plays
which were presented by the
Department of D r a m a a n d
Dance on Dec. 10-13. The first
play of the evening (which was
the most realistic and revealed
one dimension of the "human
condition" in its most poignant
farms) was Lawrence Osgood's
"The Rook." The four character cast was superb, and Pemela Dendy's direction was clean
and sharp without any loss of
motion. Regan O'Connell gave
a fine interpretation to the possessive mother Edna , and in her
speeches with her young newly
married daughter (played by
Margery Wood) a real emotional
psychological relationship
1 and
was revealed. Miss Wood was
pleasingly sweet and naive, and
especially good when she was
torn between loyalty to her
parents or husband. Rufus Botzow was good as Rico, the husband, although his emotional
outbursts did lack a realistic
vitality. But then, one had the
feeling that such encounters
between son-in-law and motherin-law were not infrequent, and
maybe his lack of real vitality
was the result of tedium, and
not lack of emotion. I was disappointed in Will Rogers' performance. As Alf, the submissive husband <whose very submissiveness, one feels, set the
tone for the network of relationships which resulted) he
moved like an old man, but his
performance lacked any real
feeling for the character. He
was good when he told his wife
to ·leave him alone <how many
times has he said that!) but
somehow his resignation seemed
too mechanical, and not really
felt . The set (by S. Whyte and
.J. Elliott) was wonderful and
I especially liked the pinkish
light (lighting by S p en c e r
l\losse) which fell upon the city
skyline, and added that touch
of loneliness and universality
to the play.

1

In spite- of its limited budget and decidedly inferior equipment the Bard film
Committee is one of the best we have had
:It the college in years. The films have
been plentiful and enjoyable.
The decision to show the films two
nights instead of one adds immeasurably
Barnes Wins
to the enjoyment of the school. Peter
Minichjello and Steve Horvath ought
Brett Award
to be congratulated for the fine job their
It was announced today the
two man committee has done.
winner of the BRETT Award
\Ve hope that next semester the Ad- each semester to "the student
ministration and Community Council who has worked hardest under
a great handicap."
show their appreciation by granting funds
This year's winner was Jake
for new equipment and for a larger pro- Barnes. Runner-up in the close
voting was James Fine.
gram.

~~ILl/

The second play was "The
Gentleman Caller" taken from
the end of Tennessee Wililams'
beautiful "Glass Menagerie." In
trying to render one scene, the
director Andrew Knapp ran into difficulties which he could .
not oslve. The movement of the
four characters was full of
starts and stops, and except for
Wilhelmina Martin's touching
interpretation of Amanda Wingfield, the Southern Belle who
lives in the days when "young
men used to help me gather
jonquils until there were no
vases to hold them all" the
play was very disappointing. 1
The play is a dream play, and 1
Tennessee Williams was not
ashamed of having music play
through a great part of it. In
this production, however, attempts were made to render
the scene was realistically as
possible, and thus losing so
much of the pathos which is
part of its very texture. Ellen
Giordana was generally very
good as the young Laura Wingfield, but except for an expression or two of hope, when she
looked at Jim she was much
too resigned . When I read the
play all my senses told me that
the reacquaintance with the
"gentleman caller" (who was 1
also her high school crush )
would not really change young
Laura's lonely life. But as I 1
read the scene, I did have a
sense of maybe he will take her
away, or at least help her to
break her terrible shell of loneliness. As the much awaited
caller Nick Hilton looked perfect. But Mr . Hilton is an actor
who can render small moments
beautifully, but at this. point
lacks the ability to carry
through a long speech. He was
touching when he qffered, witn ·
ceremony to sign the yearbook.
The fllourish of his hand threw
us back to his high school days
when girls gathered around
him in the auditorium. But
when he had to speech about
his past, and how he never
thought the boy "most likely
to succeed" would be working
in a factory six years later, he
didn't communicate the strange
change that time and circumstance worked upon him. As the
brother who, one senses, will be
forever a wanderer, Daniel
Cole was unconvincing. He was
tender as he led his swooning
sister to the sofa, and one
sensed a deep relationship between them. But his voice, in
an attempt at naturalism, was

I
I

I

(Continued on Page Four)
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and social rather than legal. Nobody had
to tell them that the shops in their ghettos
were owned by people who live in the
suburbs. They've known is since they were
born. The "Black Power" philosophy is
merely a rationalization for the frustrations
and goals for those who find every door
slammed in their faces even after six years
cf unprecedented advance for their race.
Talk at Bard
Earlier this semester Phil Hutchings, a
long time S.D.S. member, and described
as a "militant young Negro" on the campus
flyer, spoke to an audience of about sixty
persons in Sottery Hall. Few persons of my
generation ever get a chance to hear what
a genuinely exciting radical polemicist
sounds like. The Old Left has lost so much
political consciousness that they continue
to run candidates in elections not realizing
that in the last few years the real political
changes in the country have occured more
often outside the electoral process than
within. Anyone of my generation who has
ever listened to one of these balding middle aged old men attempt to harangue a
crowd in a barely audible monotone using
words like "proletariat" will know what I
mean when I say that they have become
irrelevant to the political processes of our
society. The New Left on the other hand
has been preaching a philosophy of inarticulateness. They have become so disgusted
with the sophisticated rhetoric and propaganda techniques of the previous political
movements of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries that they hope to avoid the pitfalls of their predecessors by not talking
about what they are doing.
The New Left
Phil Hutchings was an exception to the
rule. His eloquence may prophetically point
out the direction the New Left is moving.
He faced the almost impossible task of
speaking to four audiences at once and the
<left skill with which he handled this assignment may be indicative of the changes
that have been going rm. He faced a 'group
of twelve year old Negro boys from Kingston, a group of young Negro men from
Kingston, skeptical Bard Liberals and Moderates, and a group of committed radicalsa difficult audience for even the most uncontrovertial of speakers.
No More Songs
' 'The time for Freedom songs is over,"
he stated. "We went around singing 'We
Shall Overcome' for six years before we
realized that we really weren't getting anywhere.
"We did too much what Martin Luther
King told us to do. We began by loving
our enemies, and we never got around to
loving ourselves."
He continued saying that the Negro must
develop a pride in himself and that the
one way to do this is to stress group consciousness. "We need a positive history. So
far we have only had a history of reacting
to Whites. This has happened in the Civil
Rights movement too .
"All of our Civil Rights groups are controlled by Whites directly or indirectly
telling us what to do. White people tell us
to call Mohammed Ali, Cassius Clay. This
isn't right. They've been telling us for too
long what we want and what we don't want.
'It's time that we take the responsibility
for our own destiny. The problems the
Negro faces are group problems. We're
gettin' screwed because we're black. And
we're going to have to solve our problems
as a group. This means that we must take
over the leadership in our organizations
and movements."
Mr. Hutchings has been working in the
city of Newark, N.J. , in a community action
project that has served as the model for
(Conunued on Page 3)
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Black Power

phrase by CORE is alienating
the organization from the black
man, whom it wants to help."
Time
(Continued from page 2)
Place
Activity
"We've held several rallies to
13
DECEMBER
but
_Power,
TUESDAY,
Blac~
explain
to
try,
of
some
take
to
have
to
going
·
in
projects
other
of
a number
6:45
Albee
we ve had, no po~ttlve results.
House president's Committee
northern cities. The Bard Racial I that power.
Music Workshop, Chamber Music-We haven t recrmted any new
Not Anti-White
Action Committee project in •
8:00
Bard Hall
Peter Browne and others
"'Black Power' is not anti- · CORE .members ,as w.e had
Kingston is on a smaller scale
Rockman Movies-"Leo Tolstoy- A
alienated
ve
we
mstead,
hoped;
It
black
pro
J·ust
it's
similar to the Newark proJ'ect. white
Russian Documentary" and Chekthem and made them hostile
· .
.
t 18
tr
Sottery Hall
, (S
10:00
d
hov's "The Wedding"
Newark is a prime target for means puttmg on voter regrs- t
0
pee urn c ·
Christmas Caroling for the communthis kind of organizing because tration drives in some places. ,~~ar us.
ity. Any interested singers or citi- Chapel
a majority of the citizens are In other places it means ecoRacial Pride
8:30
basement
zens meet in the Chapel basement
nomic boycotts. In other places
Negro.
Stokeley Carmichael says that
16
15,
14,
it means other things."
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, December
Negro Has No Power
" !Black Power" is nothing more
before
Office
Dean's
the
to
in
Violence
Plans
Period
one
Field
number
Turn
the
deNewark
"In
than a way to help Negroes
leaving.
Responding to a question from velop a racial pride and use the
official in the country is a Ne• Give Forwarding Address for Field Period to Post Office.
gro, but he has no power, and the audience Mr. Hutchings re- ballot for educational and ecoLast Dining Commons
Cofl'ee Shop Open until 6:30 he knows it. He is controlled plied, "I think a lot of things nomic advancement. Carmichael
Meal, Friday Lunch.
his
of
many
that
sincere
so
is
its
by the White Establishment that about violence. Sometimes
Return All Books to the Library
runs the state. We've got to appropriate and sometimes it , doubters come away thinking
Dormitories must be emptied by Friday, 10:00 p.m.
bring the power back to the city isn't. If a man comes up to me that they have missed the point
The Observer Wishes The Bard Community
where it belongs. People must on the street and hits me, I of his public utterances.
The Best of Holiday Seasons
After such a conversation,
have control over their own don't turn the other cheek anyadto
off
rushed
Carmichael
he's
and
me
hits
cop
a
If
more.
they
think
they
if
lives. Like
need a stoplight they ought to wearing a gun and he's got four dress a CORE rally. The next
Art Theatre, the latter 1946
have the power to get one. Pea- of his friends behind him then day he was quoted in the news- overheard in Dining Commons flick delivers a spritely satire
pie have b.een killed because I'm non-violent. It all depends papers <NYT, 9125 166 ) as say- saying, "Dev (Tarrow) was the
ing, "When you talk of 'Black best secretary we've had in on the comings and goings bethere isn't a stoplight at a busy on the situation."
hind a provincial wedding party.
"In Newark where over fifty Power' you talk of bringing this years. Who are we go~ng. to
corner in the Negro section.
secretary now, .If girts
We've pleaded, petitioned, and percent of the population is Ne- country to its knees. Wnen you get to
demonstrated in the streets and gro we can win an election. In talk of 'Black Power' you talk are g~1~~ to start runnmg for
we stil can't do a damn thing Boston (where only two percent of building a movement that will' Council .
- - -·- - - of the population is Negro) we smash everything Western civabout it.
I
When
.
.
.
created
has
" We live in an age when have to do something different. ilization
"I know that a lot of people you talk of 'Black Power' you
everything is determined by
power and if we want to get have gotten scared and that the talk of th.e black man doing
anything or go anywhere we're 'Black Power' s 1 o g a n has whatever 1s necessary to get
brought out a significant White what he needs ... We are fightbacklash, but it's fine with me. ing for our lives."
If White people are scared of
LEO TOLSTOY and SV ADBA
the Negro and most of them
Cliff~s
IMarriage), two Russian films,
are, let them get it out in the
on
Four CQuncil Seats will be shown in Sottery 13,
open. It's better than having it
Tuesday evening, December
hidden.
at 10 p.m.
Won By Women
Matriarchal Society
The former, made in 1953,
CHEVRON-I
(Continued from Page One)
"For too many years white
depicts, through photographs,
TIRES
LUBRICATION
TO
sociolo,gists have been coming
is turning line engravings, rare newsreel
REPAIR, around telling us what's wrong complain that Bard
BATTERIES
paintcontemporary
and
scenes
into a "matriarchal society."
Hawaii
with our Mamas. Telling us that
Phone: PL 8-5673 Days
ings, the life and work of Leo
of
Tdlob
Adnil
to
According
society.
matriarchal
a
in
live
we
PL 9-3681 Nights
Tolstoy. Stage scenes, in RusEurope
who is Chairman
Well, let me tell you something. Ward Manor,
sian, from productions of the
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
WornEnd
to
Committee
the
of
There ain't nothing wrong with
Art Theatre and the
Moscow
South America
our Mamas except what White en's Sufferage at Bard," women Leningrad Academic Theatre
CLIFF SCISM, Prop.
where
home
the
in
stay
should
them.
to
doing
been
have
people
N.Y.
Rts. 9G & 199, Barrytown,
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strange sensuality shattered the
audience. "I see such a house"
he uttered, and after a pause
added "I live in it." His knowledge of death ("Find a clump
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live" ) and his sense of man's will begin immediately "re-evalhope ("But, I pray you, pick uating the extent of its respona large clump") gave meaning sibility to the various members
of the Community," as soon as
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Note: In my haste in getting er that means.
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my last review into the Observer office, I forgot to mention
Michael Franklin's charming
performance as the drugger's
boy in "The Alchemist."
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WASHINGTO N (CPSl-Despite apparent administratio n
concessions to demands for "student power" at colleges across
the country, student protest has
often resulted in attempts to
contain the activist energies; a
PL 8-9851 few " leaders" are placed in
token committee positions or
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merely "consulted" when decisions are made.
But students are making their
disapproval known.
At Queens College in New
York students are by no means
content with minority positions
on a recently established Committee on Conduct. Seven faculty members and "up to four
students" will be named to the
group, according to the committee's faculty secretary. Students
selection o j guarantee d
will vote only on "appropriate
matters", and the "appropriateVsed Cars
ness" of their contribution will
be defined at the committee's
first meeting.
The Committee on Conduct
undertakes former jurisdiction
of the Dean of Students which
covered dress regulations and
cheating; it may now extend to
student moral standards.
"Deplorable," reacted the student newspaper "Phoenix," say-
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